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Chart'l: Firms report

Overview
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Responses to the autumn survey suggest that the
economic recovery is progressing. Fírms remaín
posítive about the outlook over the next 12 months,
but they generally expect growth to be modest,
owing in part to a weaker outlook for the U.S.
economy.
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lndigators of pressures on produçtion capacíty are
above the levels recorded during the recession,
although they remain below average for the survey.
While the balance of opinion on output prices
remains elevated. many firms cite plans to keep
prices stable orto raise them slightly, following a
period during which prices were falling or frozen.
lnflation expectations have eased but remain well
anchored.
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Over the pasl 12 monlhs, d¡d your firm's såles volume ¡ncrease at e grealer,
lesser, or lhe same rale as over the plevious 12 monlhs?

Supported by the recovery to date and recognizing
the challenges that lie ahead, firms are increasingly
focusing on ways to enhance productivity and
create new growth opportunities. The balance of
opinion on investment reached a new high, while
employment intentions have eased but remain
positive.
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Chart2:. . . and they expect sales volumes to rise at a
greater rate over the next 12 months
Ealance ol op¡nior¡'
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over the past 12 months (Chart 1) and continue to expect
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an improvement over the next 12 months (Chart 2). Those
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goods sector, and are mainly firms that st¡ll await a recovery
in sales or that experienced only a modest improvement
over the past 12 months. Global uncertainties remain,
although concerns have shifted from Europe back to the
U.S. economy. A weaker outlook for U.S. economic growth

Chart 3l Firms expect to increase investment in machinery
and equipment
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Over the nexl 12 months. is your firm's inveslment spending on M&E
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is dampening sales expectations in a number of cases and
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reinforcing the general view that growth is likely to be moderate. With this context in mind, firms are taking measures to
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reposition themselves for growth.
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The balance of opinion on investment in machinery and
equipment rose to a new high in the autumn survey (Chart 3),
pointing to an increase in investmenl over the next 12 months.
The increase in this indicator is widespread across all regions

and sectors. Following a period of restraint in investment
expenditures, many firms reported plans to resume more
normal levels of spending, with an increasing locus on
enhancing productivity or expanding into new and more
profitable business lines.
The balance of opinion on employment declined but remains
positive, indicating that firms intend to increase employment
over the next 12 months (Chart 4). The balance is positive
across sectors and regions, supported in part by plans for
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Chart 4: Firms expect to increase employment
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expansion. However, the balance of opinion has declined
from the levels seen earlier in the recovery. Some firms had
recently increased employment to a level sufficient to meet
expected demand, while others were focusing on achieving
productivity gains lrom new equipment or new processes'
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Pressures on Production CaPacitY
Responses to the question regarding the ability to meet
demand suggest little change in capacity pressures from the
summer survey. While the overall number of firms reporting

Chart 5: Capacity pressures are little changed . . .
How would you rale lhe current abilily of your lirm lo meel an unexpected
¡ncrease in demand?
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that they would have difficulty meeting an unexpected
increase in demand edged down slightly, the number
reporting significant dilficulty has risen (Chart 5). Reports
of capacity constraints are somewhat higher among firms in
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Ghart 6¡ . . . and reports of labour shortages have moved
up but remain relatively low
Does your firm lace any shorlages of labour lhat restrict your abilily to meet
demand?
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The number of firms reporting that labour shortages are

restricting their ability to meet demand moved up in the
autumn survey (Chart 6). Firms reporting labour shortages
often cited a lack of workers with highly specialized knowledge or regional pockets where labour is in short supply.
Overall, both indicators ol pressures on production capacity
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have risen above the levels recorded during the recession but
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remain below their average levels for the survey, notably in
the case of labour shortages.
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The summer 2006 results ar¿ not strictly comparablr w¡th lhose ot lhe other surveys,
owing lo a difference ¡n the ¡nterview process for lhat sunrey.

Chart 7: Firms expect input prices to increase at a

Prices and lnflation

Balance of opinion'
Over lhe next 12 months, are pr¡ces of products/serv¡ces purchased expecled
to increase at a grealer, lesser, or the same rate as over th€ past 12 months?

On balance, businesses expect input prices to rise by more
than they did over the past 12 months (Chart 7). The balance of opinion has eased from its level in the previous two
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surveys, however, as some firms that have seen a pickup in
¡nput costs now expect price increases to slow over the next
12 months.
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The balance of opinion on output prices is unchanged at a
high level (Chart 8), indicating that firms expect output prices

Chart 8: . . . and output pr¡ces to increase at a greater
rate as well
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Over the nexl 12 months, are prices of producls/services sold expected to
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to rise at a greater rate over the next 12 months. The balance
of opinion continues to reflect, in part, intentions to keep
prices slable or to raise them slightly over the next 12 months,
following a per¡od of falling or frozen prices. Although some
firms cited plans to pass through higher input costs, several
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mentioned that competitive pressures and modest demand
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are expected to lim¡t the magnitude of any price increases.
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Expectations regarding total CPI inflation over the next
two years have eased, although the large majority of firms
continue to expect inflation to be within the Bank's inflationcontrol range of 1 to 3 per cent (Ghart 9).

ChaÉ 9: Inflation expectations remain anchored within the
Bank's inf lation-control range
Over the nexl two years, what do you expecl lhe annual rate ol ¡nflal¡on to be,
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Gredit Conditions

Chart 10: Credit conditions eased over the past
three months

The balance of opinion on credit conditions is negative
(Chart'10), suggesting that credit conditions eased over
the past three months. While still driven by large firms and

Balance of opinion'
Over lhe past three months, how have lhe terms and condilions lor obtain¡ng
financing changed (compared w¡lh the previous three months)?
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those with access to domestic capital markets, the results
indicate that improvements in credit conditions are starting
to become more broadly based. Nevertheless, small busi-
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Pension funds rally in third quarter
By JANET MCFARLAND

Globe and Mail Update

Pull year-to-date returns to 'a respectable' 5.7 per cent, survey finds
Canadian pension funds rallied in the third quarter this year, making up for losses in the second quarter and
pulling year-to-date returns to "a respectable" 5.7 per cent, a new survey has found.

An RBC Dexia lnveslor Services survey of Canadian pension funds shows a global market rally in
September lifted pension fund returns by 7.3 per cent in the third quarter. Canadian stocks were the bestperforming asset class, increasing 10.2 per cent in the quarter and 6.7 per cenl in the year to date.
"lt's been a bumpy ride, but this quarter's gains make up for the last quarter's pull back and bring year-todate totals to a respectable 5.7 per cent," said Don McDougall, director of advisory services at RBC Dexia.
The gains so far in 2010 come on the heels of a strong increase in pension returns in 200g, when plans
posted average returns o'f 16.2 per cent and made back most of their sharp declines from 2008. Pension
funds lost 15.9 per cent in 2008.
RBC Dexia calls its pension survey the most comprehensive in Canada, measuring returns for pension
funds with a total of $34O-billion of assets under management.
The latest survey found all major asset investment categories posted gains in the third quarter. Foreign
stocks rebounded 9.9 per cent in the quarter and Canadian bonds were up 3.4 per cent.
Currency fluctuations did not have a major impacl on returns. While currencies have been volatile, RBC
Dexia said they have "tended to cancel themselves out" over the third quarter and over the year-to-date,
with U.S. dollar weakness offset by the strength of most other major currencies against the loonie.
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Selection of Discount Rates for Pensions and OpEBs
Excerpts from GICA Handbook Section 3461
Measurement date of plan assets and accrued benefit obligation

.057 t The p/an assefs and the accrued benefit obtigation shatt be measured as of the date
of the annual financialsfafemenfs, except that they may be measured as of a date not
more than three months prior to that date provided the entity adopts this practice
consístently from year to year.

Measurement of cost for employee future benefits

.058 c The measurement

of cost in both interim and annuatfinancialsfafemenfs shatt be
based on the assumptions used in measuring the ptan assefs and the accrued benefit
obligation at the preceding year end, unless a more recent measurement of both the
p/an assefs and the accrued benefit obtigation is avaitable. When avaílable, more recent
information shall be used.

.059

v.vhpn a sigriiiicant'evg4i.sggh as a'pJàn
.dccuis. The assumptions adopted for a

remeasurement are used in determining the cost for employee future benefits from the
date of the significant event to the yeariend measurement åate. The measurement of
the cost for the period from the beginning of the year to the date of the signifìcant event
is based on the assumptions at the beginning of the year.
Actuarial assumptions

.060

.061

. E?cniacHtanat,,assu¡nþnan;snãl.þe nanage:nent:s best;'.e9t¡mâte solely with respect
to that individual assumption, determined on the øasis tnat tne ptan will continue to be in
effect in the aôsence of evidence to the contrary.Ihe sef of actuarial assumptions for
each plan shall be intemally consisfenf.
Actuarialassumptionsinclude:

(a)

demog_raphic assumptions about the future characteristics of employees and their

beneficiaries who are eligible for benefìts, including:
mortality, both during and after employment;
rates of employee turnover, disability and early retirement;
(i¡i) the proportion of employees with their beneficiaries eligible for benefits;
and
(iv) per capita claims cost by age and by type of benefit;

(i)
(íi)

(b)

and

fìnancialassumptions,including:
the discount rate for future cash flows;
future salary and benefit levels;
(i¡¡) future medical costs, in the case of medical benefits; and
(iv) the rate of return on plan assets.
.062 ln making actuarial assumptions, management takes into account the relationships
between the factors for which assumptions are required, and keeps the assumptíons
internally consistent. For example, the level of inflation underlying the assumption about
future rates of return on plan assets is the same as the level of inflation undeilying the
assumption abo-ut future salary levels. All assumptions are based on the presumplion
that the plan will continue in effect in the absence of evidence that it will not continue.

(i)
(ii)

for
The actuarial assumptions used for funding purposes may differ from those used
is a
accounting prrpor"r using the deferral aná amortization approach because funding
as
such
matters
other
and
requirements
¡nancing þrocedure that cónsiders cash
pension legislation.
Discount rate

obligation shallbe an

.063
(a)

(b)

.064

the inte¡ps1¡qfe:lpþerent in the Angunt a! which the accrued benefit'obligation
cqq¿ö$è;ièf.iied.
The objective of selecting a discount rate is to measure the single amount that' if
invested at the measurement date in a portfolio of high-quality debt instruments, would
provide the necessary pre-tax cash flows to pay the accrued benefits when due. For
äxample, the current market value of a porlfolio of high-quality zero goupon bonds
acquired to pay the cost of benefits, when due, equals the amount of the actuarial
present value óf the benefits because cash inflows equal cash outflows in timing and
portfolio. However,
ämount. There is no reinvestment risk in the yields to maturity of the
debt instruments
long-term
portfolio
of
in other than a zero coupon portfolio, such as a
enough into the
far
extend
that pay interest semi-añnually or have maturities that do not
yield
matu$Y)
(the
to
future to meet expected beneiit payments, the discount rate
jrhose
needs to incorpoiate reinvestment rates expected to be available in the future.
ffiù;tt#¡t-"ãte.siãreffiøølätea:rrom:theìëxiçting yiéld curvèeTìihä'rnêäsiä:bment
dáIé'j

.065

whléifnätës.,öìíniöiíiçi'üä!ñy"ööip.-o, $oñ(fd-zire-àyqilaöJe, thpv"aÏë,ruÉçd,tp;ä-e.þ¡mine
æiliS¿ãUni-ne'fA-, Wi1än tnó niäiuiities of corporate bonds do not extend far enough
intò ihe futureto match the cash flows inherent in the accrued benefit obligation, the
rates on government bonds are used to determine the discount rate for the expected
benefit pãyments that are farther into the future than the corporate bond maturities.
When some
.066 The discount rate reflects the estimated timing of benefit payments.
government
bonds,
benefits are payable after the maturity of all available corporate or
the present valúe of that portion of the benefits is unlikely to vary significantly as a result
a
of the selected discount rate. For that portion of the benefits, an entity may use
government
bond
or
corporate
maturing
last
yield
the
of
discount rate based on the
available.
when long-term,interest
.067 The discount rate is:reiëqiirate.o at each measurement date.
rnaRRer.
a
similar
in
rates rise or decline; the.diécourit rate changes
may be possible through, for
.06g lmmediate settlement of an accrued benefit obligation
as an annuity contract, that
such
example, the purchase of an insurance contract,
transfers the significant risks associated with the accrued benefit obligation to a thirdparty insurer. lñ such circumstances, the interest rate inherent in the amount at which
ihe åccrued benefit obligation could be settled may be used in determining the

discount rate.
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May 21,2010
Ms. Kirsten Walli
Secretary
Ontario Energy Board
Suite 2700,2300 Yonge Street
P.O. Box 2319
Toronto, ON.
M4P IE4
Dear Ms. Walli:

EB-2010-0178 - "Depreciation Study for Electricity Distributors
Financial Reportins Standards ûFRS)'

- Transition

to International

Att¿ched are three (3) paper copies of Hydro One Networks' comments on the Kinectrics Inc. draft
Depreciation Study for Elechicify Distributors that was issued for comment on April 30, 2010.

I

have also attached proof of successful submission of these comments through the Board's Regulatory
Electronic Submission System.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY SUSAN FRANK

Susan Frank

HYDRO ONE COMMENTS ON DRAFT REPORT:
DEPRECIATION STUDY FOR ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTORS .
TRANSITION TO INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS
(rFRS)
Hydro One Inc. ("Hydro One")

is

pleased

to

provide comments

on the draft

industry
depreciation/amortization study performed by Kinectrics Inc. ("Kinectrics") and issued for comment by
the Board on April 30,2010.
Background and General Comment

In its EB-2008-0408 report on the adoption of IFRS, the Board undertook to sponsor a common industry
depreciation study to provide some guidance to Distributors that are setting initial IFRS-compliant asset
service lives. The study was meant to be used by Dishibutors that do not use the services of an external
depreciation expert to recommend service lives. Provision of this industry guidance was expected to
result in more consistency and cost efficiencies as it would avoid the necessity of each Distributor to
engage its own external depreciation consultant.

Kinetrics' draft study provides useful information that we expect will provide relevant assistance to
those Distributors that do not opt to sponsor their own extemal depreciation studies. The report's
proposed typical useful lives ("TULs") and related minimum and maximum service life ranges will be
useful tools, particularly for smaller Distributors with no experience of conducting their own
depreciation reviews. The proposed lives are primarily based on a professional engineering assessment
of physical service life expectations, as one would expect given the absence of detailed historical
retirement data. Distributors should assess local factors to determine any deviations from the TULs. We
expect that the actual service lives that emerge from the application of this guidance will represent an

improvement over the service life assumptions that are currently mandated by the Dishibution
Accounting Procedures Handbook.

Aoolication to Hvdro One Inc

Hydro One will not apply the Kinectrics recommendations for our properry, plant and equipment or
intangible assets. The regulated businesses owned and operated by Hydro One Networks Inc.
("Networks") and by Hydro One Remote Communities Inc., have historically sponsored and filed
depreciation studies performed by an independent external expert. Hydro One's other regulated
distribution business, Hydro One Brampton Networks Inc., has also sponsored an initial depreciation
review to develop lFRS-compliant service life assumptions to be used following its January l,20ll
adoption of IFRS.
Hydro One canies out external depreciation reviews because external review provides for high quality
and independent regulatory support for an expense category that is very material to our revenue
requirement. The use of an external consultant was initially ordered by the Board in Networks'
Distribution and Transmission transitional rate orders for 2000 and 2001.

The fact that depreciation service life recommendations are made by an expert external consultant
provides additional assuranc€ to our external at¡ditors and, indirectly, to other financial statement users

that the depreciation expense and related asset carrying values included in our external financial reports
are appropriate. As we are a public securities filer, it is critical that all management estimates that impact
the bãiance sheet or income statement are credible. Extemal expert review supports the assertion that the
service life estimates we apply in arriving at reported depreciation expense appropriately reflect
expected asset useful lives. Our service life estimates have historically incorporated physical life
asiumptions as well as other expected forces of retirement such as: technical, economic, social or
environmental obsolescence; the impact of govemment policy decisions; upgrades for changes in service
quality or increased load; storïns, catastrophes and accidents; and miscellaneous extemal factors. In
addition, in some cases, asset component service lives applied should be limited by related agreement or
contract terms or by the service lives of the facilities in which the components are installed. It is our
experience that many of these non-physical external factors have a significant impact on the accounting
life of asset components.
Accuracy of service life assumptions becomes even more important under IFRS as group depreciation
can no longer be applied. Actual depreciation methods and service lives will now have a direct impact
on asset component net book values. Under IFRS, a gain or loss will be reported in the income statement
whenever a depreciable component with remaining net book value is derecognized from the balance
sheet. Once IFRS is adopted, asset service lives will directly impact the income statement in two ways;
through depreciation expense levels and through the measurement of component gains and losses on sale
or retirement. Given the importance of depreciation estimates, we expect to continue to engage the
services of an independent depreciation consultant for all of our regulated businesses, including those
that are technically out of scope for the Kinectrics study (e.g. transmission and remote diesel generation
assets).

and historic asset componentization is significantly more detailed
than that assumed in the draft report. We maintain defined plant retirement units that are used as criteria
for determining when asset sub-components should be retired and recapitalized when assets are removed
and replaced. Our granular asset componentization and ou¡ use of defined retirement units has a direct
impact on ensuring that we are as accurate as possible in estimating the accounting life of our assets.

It is useful to note that our existing

Finally, we have not needed to make significant changes to our asset componentization or plant
retirement unit definitions in moving from Canadian generally accepted accounting principles
(..CGAAP") to IFRS. As such, we generally have strong continuity between our asset records and
underlying asset service life assumptions previously used for CGAAP and those that will be used as we
transition from CGAAP to IFRS.
Goine Forward
We expect that the Board will need to periodically refresh the guidance provided in the draft report to
ensure that relevant guidance is available for future application by smaller Distributors. This could result
from new service life intelligence gathered through actual retirement experience. In addition, future
external events may have the effect of changing service life assumptions for the industry as a whole.
Examples in past years would include the Province's smart meter initiative, which had a service life
impact on conventional meters, and recent federal PCB mitigation requirements, which could have had
impacts on the service lives of distribution transformers and other electrical equipment.

Timine of Implementation of Depreciation Changes
Management has an obligation under IFRS to actively annually review and attest to the continued
adequacy of depreciation methods and service life assumptions. In the past, under CGAAP-based
regulatory accounting, the implementation date for any service life changes resulting from external
events, such as major government decisions or newly completed external depreciation reviews, could be
defened until the impact of those changes was effective in rates. This is no longer the case. Under IFRS,
such service life changes will now need to be implemented for external reporting purposes as soon as
they are known.
Since the Board will be basing its regulatory service lives on the IFRS service lives used for external
reporting purposes, it should consider how it will handle this timing issue. We suggest that a variance
account be established for the impact on approved revenue requirement of any changes in depreciation
rates so the same rates are applied both for external reporting and regulatory purposes. To minimize
differences between the external financial statements and regulatory reporting, the variance account
could hold the revenue requirement impact of depreciation changes between the date of implementation
for financial reporting purposes and the date that the change is effective in rates. The impact of service
life changes, such as those attributable to a new extemal depreciation study or a major external event
like those described above for smart meters, would be held in this variance account until disposed of
through a future rate application. This treatment would be analogous to the existing regulatory treatment
accorded to Hydro One Networks' distribution and transmission businesses for changes in statutory tax
rates.
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Canada: Federal Government Reintroduces Proposed Changes to Nuclear
Liability Legislation
21 April 2010
Article by Sarah V. Powell , Alexandria J. Pike and Michel Pelletier
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On April 16,2010, the federal government reintroduced Bill C-15 Nuclear Liabitity and
Comþensaiion Actto amend añd replace Canada's existing nuclear liability regime with
respäct to nuclear incidents. Bill C-15 is in substance identicalto numerous other bills
thai have been introduced by the federal government over the past three years to
amend and replace the existing Nuclear Liability Acf, each of which has died on the
prorogatión of Parliament. The most significant change proposed
Order paper
'U¡ltswith the
¡s the increase in the maximum liability for operators of nuclear
by these
installations for damage resulting from a nuclear incident from $75 million to $650
million (per nuclear inétallation). This âmount would be publicly reviewed at least every
five years by the federal goyernment and, if appropriate, could be increased by
reguiation. eitt C-t 5 would require the first public review of the maximum liability for
opärators to be completed witi"¡in 15 months of Bill C-15 coming into force. The federal
gäu"tnr"nt has been attempting to modernize Canada's nuclear liability regime for
ãecades, but earlier attempts have either met with constitutional challenge or die_d on
the Order Paper. B¡lt C-15 would bring Canada's nuclear liability regime more in line
with international standards and is consistent with the Harper government's commitment
to modernize Canada's nuclear regulatory framework.
The content of this articte is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. Specr,a/rsf advice
should

be sought about your specific circumstances.

